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Dear Parents,
When faced with a crisis, people learn a lot about each other and this has been clearly exemplified during the term we
have just had at Yarlet School. We learned that we have incredibly supportive parents who have done everything they
can from home to motivate their children as well as sending numerous messages of praise and encouragement which
undoubtedly helped to drive us forward. We learned that our teachers were willing to give up their Easter break in
order to successfully launch a remote learning system which seems unparalleled in terms of quality and breadth. We
learned that our pupils’ enthusiasm cannot be quelled and that extraordinary things can be achieved when you show
determination and embrace change. We learned that together we make a formidable team and I am grateful to each
person, child or adult, who has shown resilience and tenacity to make this term something we will reflect back on with
great pride and as a period when Yarlet showed its true spirit. I would like to end by congratulating our Form 8 pupils,
their Common Entrance results are some of the highest in the history of the school and demonstrate that exceptional
academic performance is very much a part of an outstanding all-round Yarlet education. We have some celebrating to
catch up on when things return to normal which we fervently hope will be September.
It is just left for me to wish you all a relaxing and enjoyable summer break.
Best wishes, Ian Raybould

FAREWELL 2020 LEAVERS

For our Form 8 Leavers, it seemed this day would never come;
where they have to say their farewells to a school that many have
been attending for over a decade. As Yarlet has helped to shape a
new generation of young men and women, who are confident in
their ability to settle into a new school in September, so too have
Form 8 helped to shape Yarlet, having made a massive impact with
their talents, enthusiasm and contributions to every aspect of
school life. From Head Girl Sophie's success as the first female
recipient of the "Six-Wicket" trophy and a Sports Scholarship and
Music Exhibition, to Head Boy Freddie's Academic Scholarship
success, Scarlet's Drama Scholarship, Ella's Art Exhibition and Ellen's
prestigious CB Fry award, we have shared in some truly amazing
achievements with this hugely talented and deserving class. Away
from the academics, as Yarlet is proud to focus on the "wholechild", we have been incredibly thankful for the diligence,
dedication and charisma Form 8 have demonstrated by joining in
with lessons and play times with the younger years, and always
being on hand to help with various duties including boarding,
games, assemblies and lunchtimes. Zeb, Sophie, William, Scarlet,
Elliot, Ellen, Morgan, Iqra, Ella and Freddie have been the model
year group, a true pillar of inspiration and have never lost sight of
having fun whilst learning. They are ready to tackle any challenge
and new adventure that lies ahead, and we wish them all the very
best of Yarletian luck to these wonderful role-models and
aspirational young adults whose personalities shine brightly.

FORM 8 LEAVERS’ MOVING TRIBUTE

Pupils in their final year are not people to sit around doing
nothing during the lock-down. Led by our Head Girl, Sophie,
every Form 8 pupil collaborated online to make a beautiful
and very moving presentation. Well done Form 8! And what
a lovely touch to dedicate this to teachers, NHS and
emergency services workers!

RED CABBAGE CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENT!

Pupils have been investigating chemistry at home. Making
homemade indicators using red cabbage they have found
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HOUSE PET COMPETITION

During Clubs, pupils in Main School were challenged to send
a picture of their animal that matched the following
"cat"egories - Prettiest, Funniest and Most Like Its Owner.
We received a huge variety of canines and felines, equines
and even rodents as pupils vied for the "top-dog" position.
After careful deliberation, we are "purr"leased to announce
the following winners;
Prettiest Pet - Choccy, owner Harry CJ (Knight)
Funniest Pet - Delilah, owner Ella N (Castle)
Most Like Its Owner- Honey, owner Susie R (Knight)
Thank you to everyone who entered, all your Pets are
winners because they all made us laugh, go "aww" and
compare to you! See all the entries in a PowerPoint in the
Headmaster's Classroom Always Remains Open!

OWEN’S BUG HOUSE PROJECT

Faced with Easter holiday lockdown, when Form 5 pupil
Owen saw a bug house at a local nature reserve, he
decided to start a bug house project of his own. With a
little help from his Form 3 brother, Elliot, and his parents,
he made use of an old pallet and some old decking to
create a wonderful bug hotel. He used this to enhance a
wildlife area which his family is making in their garden.
Owen and Elliot put their skills into action, using tape
measures, calculating angles, researching the best bug
friendly materials to use and then they cut, sawed,
screwed, nailed and sanded until the project was
finished. The bugs are very grateful and everyone is
really pleased with the end result which has even started
to attract birds to the garden now there are more juicy
bugs to eat! Well done Owen and Elliot on completing
this fantastic project and for practising and developing so
many practical skills!

FORM 2 MAKE THEIR MARK!

FORM 3 SET SAIL!

Form 2 have been very busy creating some amazing
landmarks for their Wonderful World topic – well done to all
the children for their hard work and for their incredibly
imaginative designs!

As part of their remote learning on the Vikings in History,
Form 3 have built Viking long ships. As seen from the array
of impressive ships produced, we have a lot of young
architects in the making! Excellent effort Form 3!

FORM 3 BAKE THEIR OWN VIKING BREAD!

Form 3 were tasked with trying to create an ancient Viking
recipe – honey bread – in their remote learning on the
Vikings in History. As you can see from these delicious
results, our ‘Vikings in the making’ produced some enviable
baked goods, and all commented on how tasty they were!

LOGAN & FINLAY INSPIRED BY THE VIKINGS!

Logan and Finlay have both loved learning about Vikings in
their History lessons and sharing facts with each other. Well
done for your great work and also working together!

REFLECTIONS FROM YARLETIAN LEADERS
We have recently communicated with some of our Yarletian Head Boys and Head Girls to
see how their time at Yarlet School has helped them for the next step in their education. The
process of acquiring these answers provided a wonderful trip down memory lane as well as
an excellent opportunity to see how Yarlet School has set children on the right path to a
happy and well-rounded life.
Oliver, who was Head Boy at Yarlet and attended from 2011-2016, said that Yarlet had both
the "developed sports program" and the academic side, which was set to a high standard.
Oliver is currently studying for his A Levels at Wrekin College, and recounted his favourite
memory of the Leavers trip to the Lake District, as well as becoming Head Boy, and English
lessons with Mr. Millington. He also added he enjoyed, "lots of activities which you can get
involved in, such as the music, sport and House competitions."
Kirstie was Head Girl and attended from 2011-2018. She greatly appreciated the, "many
opportunities to try different sports, drama, acting, dance, music and public speaking.
Taking part in these at an early age gave me the confidence to continue them at my senior
school." Kirstie is now studying for her GCSEs at Wrekin College, and particularly wanted to
thank all the teachers and support staff at Yarlet, especially Mrs Swift for her help and
support.
Henry was last year's Head Boy, and attended Yarlet School from 2009-2019. Henry said that
Yarlet made him, "well prepared academically for my start at Repton School, especially in
English and Maths...I am exactly where I need to be in all subjects." He also explained how
boarding taught him to live alongside other children, and opportunities such as being a
Prefect gave him invaluable skills in leadership and independence. Henry wanted to thank
Mr. Raybould for being a "fantastic!" headmaster, who taught him to be considerate at all
times, and Mr. Pass and other subject teachers for preparing him for Common Entrance.
If you have any happy memories of your time at Yarlet, and would like to share these, please
get in touch, we would love to hear from you!

YARLET’S YOUTUBE CHANNEL GOES LIVE
WITH A CELEBRATION OF MUSIC
With so many children practising hard on their musical
instruments at home, we wanted to find a way to showcase
their achievements. Sadly, we have not been able to have the
usual recitals and concerts, so it was time to launch a Yarlet
YouTube Channel. Thank you to everyone who tuned in to the
live stream to spend an evening with the 50 or so
participants. We were treated to a wonderfully enjoyable
programme which included many solo items as well as
ensembles and two beautiful remote choir pieces.
Practising in isolation and going to the trouble of making
recordings requires determination and self-discipline so huge
congratulations to those pupils who developed their musical
talents this term and brought pleasure to others by sharing
them. Here are photos of just a few of the amazing performers
who contributed to this fantastic evening of music.

FORM 7 EPITAPH POETRY

Form 7 pupils are studying the excellent novel ‘The
Graveyard Book’ by Neil Gaiman. We’ve been
experimenting with epitaph poetry. Here are just a couple
of examples of our excellent work:
KATIE
My First Shoes:
You were a great help in the starting of life,
Leading me through the beauty of wildlife,
You helped me put one foot in front of the other,
And brought happy tears to my father and mother,
Your little pink ribbons and sweet little bows,
All topped off with a pretty red rose,
Made me feel happy, when I was in the blues,
For this I must thank you, my very first shoes.
REGGIE
Here I lie in this box
At least I’m in my favourite socks
It’s starting to get very cold
But this is cos I am so old
With just a worm to be my friend
What a way for it all to end

SUCCESS AT STAFFORD'S LITERATURE
FESTIVAL FOR SCARLET!

Stafford’s very first literature festival was due to take
place this April and many of Yarlet’s budding authors
entered their writing competition. Unfortunately, due
to COVID-19, the event to be held at Stafford
Gatehouse has had to be postponed but this did little to
dampen the spirits of our very own winner in the 11-15
category - Scarlet! Her entry in the 300-word flash
fiction competition ‘A Thought for Freedom’ was
chosen unanimously as a winner. Scarlet is indeed a
very talented young writer and we’re super proud of
her achievement!

HARRY POTTER INSPIRATION FOR BERTIE

MUSICAL CHALLENGE FOR FORM 7

Form 7 have been focusing on 'Hooks, Riffs and
Ostinatos' in Music. During their remote learning they
were asked to play an ostinato from Symphony No. 101
in D major, The Clock, which was written by Franz Joseph
Haydn. Amelia has been experimenting with this task,
she pre-recorded the piano bass clef part and then
transposed it and wrote it in the treble clef to play on her
clarinet. Mrs Madden shared this on our Facebook page
as Amelia had made such a fantastic effort. Well done
Amelia!

A great deal can be achieved when you have a little extra
time on your hands! Well done to Bertie who already
giving a polished performance of a Harry Potter piece he
only started to learn during that morning.
Congratulations on what you have achieved, Bertie, and
we are sure that your performance, which can be seen
on our Facebook page, will serve to inspire others to take
out their instruments and get practising!

SCHOOL UNIFORM SHOP
The School Uniform Shop will be open during
the Summer Holidays by appointment with our
Bursar, Mrs Kirsty Nixon.
To arrange your appointment, please contact
Mrs Nixon by email:
kirsty.nixon@yarletschool.org

CHOIR CLUB

Optional clubs have been as busy as ever on Wednesday
afternoons and those who chose the Choir Club have
been taught a new piece remotely which they practised
at home and then emailed back to our Director of
Music, Mrs Madden. Well done, it sounds great!!

FORM 6 LITERACY

As part of their remote learning programme, Form 6
have been studying the works of author Shaun Tan.
One Monday, they read the story ‘The Lost Thing’.
Many thanks to Helena and Oscar for their
contributions.

FORM 2’S FLYING MINIBEASTS!

Form 2 have been very busy making insects out of
plastic bottles which links to their mini-beast and
habitats topic in Science. They have even made videos
of their creatures flying!

ACTS OF KINDNESS

In response to our remote assembly on kindness, Maisy
and Reggie have thought of a way to send hugs to their
isolated grandparents. I am sure they will be warmly
received and what a great idea!
Elliott has made a rainbow for his Gran who is selfisolating and also for the paediatric ward at Stoke, we
are sure that they are all enjoying them. Also, Helena has
been looking after an injured hedgehog!

FORM 3 ‘TRASHION’ SHOW

YARLET CHILDREN REACH OUT
TO THE COMMUNITY

Form 3 have created a "Trashion Show" as part of their
remote learning on Saving the Environment in Geography.
They were tasked with designing an environmentally friendly
and recyclable outfit using materials at home, then to
demonstrate their costumes to the class.
Judging by some of the impressive efforts below, Form 3
have really put time and thought into how they can do their
piece to save the planet!

Pupils thought it would be a lovely idea to reach out to
the elderly community during this difficult time. The
children were concerned that residents of care homes
would be feeling the impact of being isolated and
wanted to make cards to send to them to cheer them
up. We have sent the cards to the Grocott Centre and
to Crispin Court for them to enjoy.

ART EXHIBITION 2020
Every summer term Mrs Hamplett likes to hold an annual art
exhibition to showcase all the wonderful artwork that our
pupils have created throughout the academic year. Therefore,
she could not let this year pass without some sort of
recognition for all the wonderful artwork that has been
produced both at school and at home during this lockdown
period. This year's exceptional circumstances have shown
our pupils enthusiasm, their dedication, creativity, and their
ability to improvise in order to produce such excellent and
inspiring artwork. Mrs Hamplett would also like to take this
opportunity to thank parents all for the help and support that
you have given to your children and to Mr Mike for all that he
does in the art department. So, without further ado she hopes
that you will enjoy watching this year's online Art Exhibition
which can be found on our Facebook page.

SUMMER SPORTS
This Summer has been very different for all schools, including
Yarlet. However, in true Yarlet fashion, we have continued to work
and develop our individual skills with safe distancing between
everyone. Pupils of key workers from Forms 3 and 4 have focused
on their striking and fielding, whereas Form 6 pupils have been
getting prepared for the Autumn Football Term. Our Form 8s have
enjoyed their Athletics, especially Long Jump into the sand
pit, along with cricket and rounders.Fingers crossed team sports
and fixtures will be allowed to go ahead in the Autumn term as we
have some very exciting and promising teams ready to shine!
Pre-Prep have been looking at Cricket this term and understanding
the three key positions (bowler, batter and wicket keeper). The
pupils have practised each of the roles on many occasions.

FRUIT ROCKETS – MADE FOR SHARING!

Following their DT remote learning assignment to make fruit
rockets, Elliott and Harry brought enough in for everyone to
enjoy!

BACK IN TIME FOR FRASER’S ROAST
Inspired by a Middle Ages
recipe from his remote
learning on Medieval times
in History, Fraser made a
roast using ingredients that
would have been found in
13th Century England. As
you can see from this
photo, this olde delicacy
was not up to Fraser’s
modern standards!

FORMS 3 & 4 VE DAY WORK

Forms 3 and 4 produced some super work to
commemorate VE Day – here is just a sample of their
fabulous efforts. Great work – well done!

FORM 4 LEARN ABOUT ANCIENT
MAYAN CULTURE

Form 4 have started their remote learning on the
Ancient Mayans, a civilisation based in Central
America over four thousand years ago. They were
tasked with making Mayan masks, seen as symbolic in
both ceremonies and war, and tradition stated the
scarier the mask the better!

FORM 2’s CLEVER CREATIONS

Form 2 have made some amazing and creative 3D
landscapes connected to their 'Wonderful World'
Geography topic and their 'Landscapes' Art topic.
Well done Form 2!

RECEPTION PUPILS CREATIVE IN THEIR
REMOTE LEARNING

Reception have been busy with their remote learning
from Maths and English to den building, learning
about their bodies, recycling and making human
sundials!

NURSERY & KINDERGARTEN
FORM 2 LANDSCAPES

Kindergarten and Nursery wowed us by making this
wonderful collection, ‘a loveliness of ladybirds’. They
have produced some fantastic pictures and have
completed lots of ladybird activities. Well done!
Form 2 have created and shared some lovely
landscapes, examples of which are above – they
are so wonderfully colourful!

FORM 1 ENJOY REMOTE MATHS LESSONS

THE CORONAVIRUS KID

Whether pupils were at home or at school, they all
contributed to the reciting of The Coronavirus Kid.
Well done Reception children!

Form 1 learned how to follow instructions for position,
directions and movement by helping the woodcutter to
get to his cottage in their remote learning Maths lesson.
Thank you, Kiana, for sharing your video!

